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Redox Properties of Nanostructured Lanthanide-

Doped Ceria Spheres Prepared by Microwave
Assisted Hydrothermal Homogeneous Co-

precipitation

F. F. Muñoz,a L. M. Acuña,a,b C. A. Albornoz,c A. G. Leyva,c,d R. T. Baker e and
R. O. Fuentesb,c,

In this work, nanostructured LnxCe1-xO2-(Ln: Gd and Pr; x = 0.1 and 0.2) spheres were

synthesized by microwave assisted hydrothermal homogeneous co-precipitation and their

properties were characterized by synchrotron radiation XRD, X-ray absorption near-edge

spectroscopy (XANES) and scanning and high resolution electron microscopy (SEM and

HRTEM). In situ XRD and XANES experiments were carried out under reducing and

oxidizing conditions in order to investigate the redox behaviour of these materials. The

nanostructured mixed oxide spheres were found to have a cubic crystal structure (Fm3m space

group). The spheres were composed of nanoparticles with an average crystallite size of about

10 nm. The Ln0.1Ce0.9O2-compositions exhibited the highest specific surface area (~60 m2g-1).

In situ XRD experiments showed an increase in lattice parameters on reduction which was

attributed to the reduction of Ce4+ and Pr4+cations to Ce3+ and Pr3+, which have larger radii,

and to the associated increase in VO concentration. This increase in lattice parameter was much

more pronounced for PrDC than GDC, and was explained by the much larger change in ionic

radius for Pr on reduction. XANES absorption experiments at the Ce and Pr L3-edge showed

that the changes observed on reduction of the Pr-containing samples resulted mostly from the

formation of Pr3+ rather than Ce3+, and supported the previously-reported proposal that Pr3+ has

a stabilizing effect on Ce4+.

Introduction

Materials based on ceria are widely used for a variety of
catalytic applications such as three-way catalysts, 1 solid oxide
fuel cells2,3 and supports for the water-gas-shift reaction. 4,5

Many of these applications rely on the high oxygen ion
conductivity and oxygen storage capacity which can easily be
achieved in ceria by doping with other alliovalentcations, such
as rare earth elements (e.g. Gd, Pr, Sm, Tb). This creates
oxygen vacancies which enable migration of oxygen ions

through the lattice.6 The oxygen ion vacancies (


OV ) are

responsible for the ionic conductivity of the doped ceria. 7,8

Because they exhibit high ionic conductivity at moderate
temperatures (above 600 °C), these materials are considered

promising for application in electrolytes for intermediate
temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFCs). 9,10However,
oxygen ion vacancies can also be created by interaction of the
ceria with the gas-phase. Under reducing atmospheres, both

electronic (
'
CeCe ) and ionic (


OV ) charge carriers can be

created through loss of oxygen ions from the lattice as
molecular oxygen. The presence of both ionic and electronic
charge carriers gives rise to mixed (ionic and electronic)
conducting behaviour in both undoped and doped cerias (e.g.
Lanthanide-doped cerias, LnDCs) in reducing conditions. This
is a difficulty for the application of LnDCs in SOFC
electrolytes -where electronic conductivity would give rise to
an internal short circuit of the electrolyte- but would be an
advantage for the use of these doped cerias in anodes for IT-
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SOFCs. The increasingly wide use of such materials as catalyst
components has prompted a renewed interest in their
preparation in the form of nanostructured materials with
controlled morphologies and high surface areas. 11 Moreover, it
is well known that the specific preparation method and
morphology of catalysts and other nanomaterials have a strong
influence on their physicochemical properties.
Ceria doped with a univalent cation - for example, gadolinia-
doped ceria - shows n-type electronic conductivity due to the
partial reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ at high temperatures
(>600ºC) under reducing conditions.12 However, ceria doped
with a multivalent cation (e.g. M3+/M4+) can exhibit mixed (n
type and oxygen ion) conduction at higher oxygen partial
pressures, because of the stability of the lower oxidation state
of the dopant ion (M3+). This enables the application of these
materials in oxygen separation membranes. 13,14 It has been
reported that the presence of multivalent praseodymium
(Pr3+,4+) in Pr doped ceria enhanced the formation and
migration of oxygen vacancies and that, on reduction of the
oxide -creating oxygen ion vacancies- the formation of Pr 3+ was
favored over the formation of Ce3+.15,16

Different techniques can be used to study the physicochemical
properties of nanostructured ceria and doped ceria materials,
such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)and Positron
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS), which are well
established techniques to study electronic configuration and
defects in materials, respectively.17,18 Borchert et al. reported on
the surface properties of nanostructured cerium dioxide samples
doped with praseodymium and prepared by the Pechini
method.17 They found that cerium is mainly in the +4 oxidation
state, while about one-half of the praseodymium ions were
found to be in the +3 state. In this case, the oxidation states of
Ce and Pr ions were determined by XPS. However, there is a
danger that this method would have overestimated the Ce 3+

concentration because XPS is performed under high-vacuum
(10-9 Torr) and this is likely to cause the reduction of additional
Ce4+ to Ce3+ during the XPS measurements.19 That is, if the
oxidation state of cerium on ceria surfaces responded
dynamically upon exposure to high vacuum (and X-ray
irradiation), as would be expected, some of these studies may
have inferred surface redox states thatare not representative of
ceria in ambient or in acatalytic reaction environment. X-ray
absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES), however, is a
technique that can circumvent this limitation since it can be
employed in vacuum, under ambient pressure (as in the work
presented here), or under high pressure. For this reason,
XANES seems to be a more appropriate technique to study
redox properties under operating conditions, especially for
materials with a high content of reducible ions, such as Ce.
In the present work, we report the redox properties of ceria
materials doped with univalent (Gd3+) and multivalent (Pr3+,4+)
cations and possessing a controlled morphology.
Nanostructured Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95, Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9, Pr0.1Ce0.9O2-

and Pr0.2Ce0.8O2-spheres were synthesized by a microwave-
assisted hydrothermal homogeneous co-precipitation technique.
The resulting nanostructured spheres were characterized by
synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction (SR-XRD), X-ray
absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES), scanning and
high resolution transmission electron microscopy (SEM and
HRTEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
The redox properties of the materials were studied using in situ
XANES and XRD experiments carried out under reducing and
oxidizing atmospheres at temperatures up to 500 ºC.

Experimental

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), Gd(NO 3)3.6H2O
(99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and Pr(NO3)3.6H2O (99.9%, Alfa Aesar)
were employed as precursors. Each nitrate was dissolved in
pure deionized H2O separately and then the solutions were
mixed to obtain a 0.1 M nitrate solution with molar ratios of
Ce:Gd and Ce:Pr appropriate for the preparation of
Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95 (GDC10), Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.90 (GDC20),
Pr0.1Ce0.9O2- (PrDC10) and Pr0.2Ce0.8O2- (PrDC20),
respectively. Urea was added in a urea:final oxide molar ratio
of 4:1 and 60 ml of the resulting solution was placed in a
Teflon-lined autoclave. A Milestone ETHOS 1 Advanced
Microwave Digestion system was employed. The sealed
autoclave was placed in the oven and was heated to 120 ºC with
a ramp rate of 30 ºC.min -1 - with oven power set to 550 W - and
then kept at this temperature for 1 h. After cooling, the white
powder product was collected by centrifugation (2.5 min at
7830 rpm) and dried at 37 ºC. After calcination at 500 ºC in air
for 1 h,the nanostructured LnDC spheres were obtained. Unless
otherwise stated, these are the samples studied in what follows.
Figure 1 presents the flow diagram of the microwave assisted
hydrothermal homogeneous co-precipitation method employed
in this work.

Figure 1-Flowchart illustrating the microwave assisted hydrothermal

homogeneous co-precipitation technique used to obtain nanocrystalline GDC

and PrDC spheres.

In order to verify the phase composition, conventional X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was performed in a PANalyticalEmpyream 2
with a PIXcell3D detector employing Cu-Ka radiation (1.5418
Å). Data in the angular region 2 = 20 - 90° were collected in a
step-scanning mode, with a step length of 0.04° and a step-
counting time of 4 s. The average crystallite size, D XRD, of the
products was determined using the Scherrer formula 20 from the
extent of peak broadening of the main XRD reflection (111).
Errors in crystallite size were derived by estimating the error in
the FWHM (full-width at half-maximum) to be equal to the 2
step.
Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms were obtained using
an Autosorb-1 instrument from Quantachrome. Outgassing was
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carried out at 200 ºC for 16 h prior to the measurements.
Analysis of the isotherms using the BET method provided
values of the specific surface area (SSA) of the samples.
SEM images were obtained in secondary electron mode using a
JEOL 6700F instrument with Field Emission Gun (FEG). A
JEOL JSM 5600 instrument equipped with EDS was used for
the preparation of EDS spectra. Values of accelerating voltage
(in kV) and working distance (WD) are provided in the images.
Samples for SEM examination were gold-coated. The image
analysis software, Scion Image, was used to obtain particle size
information from the SEM images.
TEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM 2011
instrument operating with a LaB6 filament at an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV and equipped with an Oxford Instruments
EDS unit. The images were captured using a Gatan CCD
camera and analyzed using Digital Micrograph 3.4.4 software.
The TEM microscope was also used to obtain EDS spectra and
to record two-dimensional elemental distribution maps. For
TEM examination the samples were suspended in acetone and
deposited onto holey carbon-coated Cu grids.
XRD patterns were recorded at high temperatures (HT) and in
controlled atmospheres using synchrotron radiation at the
D10B-XPD beamline of the National Synchrotron Light
Laboratory (LNLS, Campinas, Brazil). In these in situ XRD
experiments, the sample was mounted on a ceramic sample-
holder and placed in a furnace. The X-ray wavelength was set
at 1.54892 Å. Data in the angular region 2 = 20 - 100° were
collected in a step-scanning mode, with a step length of 0.04°
and a step-counting time of 2 s. The data were collected at
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 500 °C. The
sample was heated at a rate of 10 °C/min, and a soak time of 10
min was employed at each temperature step before the XRD
scan. The thermal and redox behavior of the materials was
studied in 5% H2/He (total flow: 20 ml.min -1) and in dry
synthetic air (total flow: 50 ml.min -1). NIST SRM 640c Si
powder was used as standard for the instrumental broadening
correction.
In situ XANES experiments under conditions of controlled
temperature and atmosphere were carried out at the D04B-
XAFS1 beamline at LNLS in transmission mode using a
Si(111) monochromator for the Ce L3-edge and Pr L3-edge. The
nominal photon flux of the beamline is 3x10 9

photons/(s.mrad.100mA)@6keV. All spectra were collected at
room temperature for energies in the range 5690-6100eV with
E/ΔE=5000 to 10000. Energy was calibrated using a Cr foil. 
Several acquisitions (around 4 spectra) were made on the same
sample to improve the signal to noise ratio. Samples were
diluted with boron nitride and these mixtures were pressed into
15 mm diameter pellets (around 6 mg of sample and 70 mg of
diluent were used). For the transmission measurements, the
pellets were placed in a tubular quartz furnace (diameter, 20
mm; X-ray path length, 440 mm) sealed with refrigerated
Kapton windows. Temperature was measured and controlled by
a thermocouple passed down the sample holder and positioned
close to the surface of the pellet. Temperature-resolved XANES
spectra at the Ce L3-edge and Pr L3-edge were acquired during
temperature programmed reduction (TPR) under 5% H 2/He
(total flow: 20 ml.min-1) at temperatures from 25 to 500 ºC at a
heating rate of 10 ºC.min -1 and with a total data acquisition time
of 8 min per spectrum. After the data were collected at 500 ºC
under 5% H2/He, the system was purged with N2 (100 ml.min-1)
and synthetic air (21% O2/N2; total flow: 50 ml.min -1) was
passed through the furnace. After 10 min, data were collected

under these oxidizing conditions. The data were normalized
using the program WinXAS.21

Results and discussion

Conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-
synthesized samples obtained by MW treatment (heating at 120
ºC for 1 h) and the products after calcining at 250 ºC for 1 h
and 500 ºC for 1 h are shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) for GDC10
and PrDC10, respectively. At 250 ºC, all of the characteristic
peaks expected for GDC10 and PrDC10 were already observed
(blue lines in Figure 2(a) and (b)). However, these peaks are
relatively broad, indicating that the average crystallite size was
very small (about 4-5 nm). At 500 ºC (red lines in Figure 2(a)
and (b)), the extent of peak broadening decreased. Even so, the
crystallite sizes estimated from the peak widths were still very
small (10 nm). Similar behavior was found for GDC20 and
PrDC20, but the average crystallite sizes were slightly lower (8
nm).

Table 1- Average crystallite size (DXRD), specific surface area (SSA) and
calculated primary particle size (dBET) for nanostructured LnDC spheres.

Sample DXRD / nm SSA / m2.g-1 dBET / nm dBET /DXRD

GDC10 10.4 57.2 16.8 1.6

GDC20 7.8 13.2 73.0 9.4

PrDC10 9.8 60.2 14.2 1.6

PrDC20 7.5 20.7 46.5 6.2

In Table 1, average crystallite size (DXRD), specific surface area
(SSA) and the primary particle size (dBET), calculated from the
BET data, are summarized for all samples after calcination at
500 ºC. GDC10 and PrDC10 showed the larger values of SSA
(57.2 m2.g-1 and 60.2 m2.g-1, respectively). The dBET/DXRD ratio
was similar for both samples (about 1.6), indicating that the
crystallites exhibited a low degree of agglomeration. The values
of SSA for both the GDC20 and the PrDC20 samples were
much lower (13.2 m2.g-1 and 20.7 m2.g-1, respectively) and
these samples exhibited a high degree of agglomeration.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of a) GDC10 and b) PrDC10 as-synthesized (obtained by

MW treatment; black line) and, after calcination for 1 h at 250 ºC (blue line) and

at 500 ºC (red line).

SEM and TEM studies

SEM images recorded at a range of magnifications are
presented in Figure 3 for all four sample compositions. These
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clearly show that the preparation method used gave rise to
spherical particles of approximately uniform dimensions in all
cases.In addition, the yield of the spherical particles was very
high, there being very little material present which was
extraneous to these structures. The average diameters of the
spherical particles were measured from the higher
magnification images for each composition and these data are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2- Average molar ratio (X:Ce) of dopant (X= Gd or Pr) to Ce
calculated from EDS spectra obtained by SEM and TEM, with target values,
and average sphere diameters (ds) for the nanostructured Gd- and Pr-
containing spheres. Values are given ± one standard deviation.

Sample
Ln:Ce

ds /nm
Target SEM TEM

GDC10 0.111 0.149 ± 0.0054 0.203 197 ± 20

PrDC10 0.111 0.0839 ± 0.0053 0.0894 187 ± 21

GDC20 0.250 0.231 ± 0.016 0.321 255 ± 37

PrDC20 0.250 0.208 ± 0.012 0.244 223 ± 41

Average diameters were all found to be around 200 nm but the
spheres with 20% doping are generally larger than those with
10% doping for both Gd (by 30%) and Pr (by 20%)
substitution. In addition, for each dopant level, the Gd-
containing samples had slightly larger spheres than those
containing Pr (5% larger for 10% doping and 9% larger for
20% doping).

Figure 3. SEM images at intermediate and high magnifications of the samples: (a,

b) GDC10; (c, d) PrDC10; (e, g) GDC20; (f, h) PrDC20. Arrows indicate spheres

with visible pores.

The arrows in Figure 3(e) indicate two spherical particles of
GDC20 which appear to have large pores or cavities. This is
discussed further below with reference to the TEM images. The
molar ratios of dopant to Ce (Ln:Ce where X=Gd or Pr) were
calculated from chemical compositions obtained from EDS
spectra. These were taken from several different areas of
between 200 and 30 µm square for each sample. These
compositional data are also given in Table 2 along with the
target values. According to these results, all compositions were
slightly deficient in dopant compared to the target values except
for GDC10 which had a higher concentration of Gd than the
target.

Figure 4. TEM images at increasing magnifications of the samples: (a-c) GDC10;

(d-f) PrDC10; (g-i) GDC20; (j-l) PrDC20. EDS spectra taken from areas containing

clusters of particles for each composition are inset.

The TEM images in Figure 4 show the spherical particle
structures in more detail for the four compositions prepared. As
seen in the SEM images, the particles are quite uniform spheres
with narrow particle size distributions. At intermediate and high
magnifications it is clear that the spherical particles are
agglomerations of many much smaller particles. In the high
magnification images taken of the edges of the spheres ( Figure
4(c,f)), these particles are seen to be crystalline – the crystal
planes being visible - and of dimensions of the order of around
10-15 nm. This is in good agreement with the crystallite
dimensions estimated from the peak broadening in the XRD
patterns (Table 1) and with previously prepared nanostructured
ceria-based mixed oxide structures.11,22,23 In some TEM images
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in Figure 4, small, lighter contrast areas were observed within
some particles which may indicate internal pores or cavities.
These are seen close to the centre of a minority of the particles
in GDC10 (Figure 4(a) and (b)) and to a lesser extent in the
PrDC10. In the samples with 20% doping, these low contrast
features were more common but appear as approximately ring-
shaped structures closer to the surface of the spheres and
concentric with it. This phenomenon is seen clearly in Figure
4(g) and (h) for GDC20 and is especially clear in the PrDC20
particles shown in Figure 4(j) and (k). The high magnification
image in Figure 4(l) clearly shows a transition from dark
material near the surface of the sphere through a zone of lighter
contrast and then into a further region of dark contrast closer to
the centre of the sphere. This is consistent with a dense outer
shell, a low density region of pores or cavities inside this and a
dense inner core. Since open pores were only very rarely
observed in the SEM images, it can be concluded that these
cavities are internal structures. The EDS spectra inset in Figure
4 were obtained from areas of each sample which contained
clusters of spherical particles. These demonstrate that both
samples contained the elements expected and showed
negligible levels of impurities. X:Ce ratios obtained from these
spectra are presented in Table 2.

Figure 5. TEM images of groups of spherical particles of (a) GDC10 and (b) GDC20

with corresponding EDS maps of the elements indicated. The EDS maps are

rotated by about 20° with respect to the images because of the relative

alignment of the EDS detector and the TEM.

For the Pr-doped materials, there is reasonable agreement
between these data and those obtained from the SEM study.
However, the EDS spectra obtained in the TEM for the two Gd-
doped compositions gave considerably higher values than in the
SEM study. This suggests that there may have been some
variation in chemical composition in these samples on the scale
of the EDS study in the TEM (areas of 0.5 - 1 µm in diameter).
To study chemical composition in more detail, EDS mapping

was performed. Figure 5 presents images of small clusters of
spherical particles of GDC10 and GDC20 together with the
corresponding EDS maps showing the distributions of the
elements Ce, O and Gd. The distributions of these elements
appear to be coincident, indicating that the samples are
compositionally homogeneous within the resolution of the
elemental mapping method. Although the ring-shaped features
of brighter contrast are seen in both images, it is not clear
whether these also appear in the elemental maps.
Corresponding elemental maps for Pr are not presented because
the main peaks of Pr overlap with those of Ce in the EDS
spectra (see inset spectra in Figure 4(f) and (l)). However,
distribution maps of Ce can still be obtained, as shown in
Figure 6 for PrDC20. Here it is clear that the lighter regions in
the image of the single particle and of each of the three spheres
in the cluster (Figure 6(a) and (b), respectively) are also seen
in the corresponding distribution maps of Ce and O. This
confirms that the light regions often seen inside the spherical
particles in the TEM images relate to cavities within the spheres
rather than to instrumental artifacts, such as those caused by
variation of thickness of samples in the TEM. In GDC10 a
small proportion of the spherical particles appear to contain
small, central pores, whereas in GDC20 and PrDC20, a
relatively large proportion of the particles seem to contain
cavities, but these appear as rings of light contrast around the
centre of the sphere. This suggests that in some cases a small
central pore is present but in other cases that the central pore is
larger and partly filled, especially close to its own centre.

Figure 6. TEM images of the PrDC20 sample with corresponding EDS maps of the

elements indicated: (a) A single spherical particle with one apparent cavity (b) A

group of three spherical particles with inset indicating the positions of the main

apparent cavities. Rotation of the EDS maps with respect to the images has been

corrected.

Room temperature SR- XRD and XANES studies

A crystallographic study was performed by Rietveld refinement
of the synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction (SR-XRD) data
employing the FullProf suite of software. 24 For the cubic phase,
the Fm3m space group was assumed, with (Gd 3+, Pr3+, Ce4+)
cations and O2- anions in 4a and 8c positions, respectively. The
peak shape was assumed to be a pseudo-Voigt function. The
background of each profile was fitted using a six-parameter
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polynomial function in (2)n, n = 0–5. The thermal parameters
were assumed to be equal. In Figure 7(a-d), SR-XRD patterns
recorded at room temperature for the nanostructured GDC10,
GDC20, PrDC10 and PrDC20 samples, respectively, the
Rietveld fitted pattern (line) and the difference plot are
presented. The results of Rietveld refinement of the SR-XRD
data for the nanostructured samples are summarized in Table 3.
In this table the refinements are accompanied by reliability
indices to judge the fitting quality. These indices are weighted
R (Rwp), the reduced chi-squared (2), and Re, which are related
just to the profile of the XRD patterns, and R p, which is related
to the crystal structure. The reduced chi-squared is defined by
(Rwp/Re)

2, where Rwp is the index that should be analyzed to
verify if the refinement is converging and R e is the expected
statistical value for Rwp.

25

Figure 7. Synchrotron XRD pattern recorded at room temperature in air (empty

circles) with the Rietveld-fitted pattern (line) and the difference plot for a)

GDC10, b) GDC20, c) PrDC10 and d) PrDC20.

At room temperature, the lattice parameter of GDC10
(5.4213Å) was larger than that for pure ceria (5.4117 Å), but it
is smaller than that of GDC20 (5.4238 Å). This is as expected
since it is acknowledged that the lattice parameter is strongly
dependent on the radius of the dopant cation and, as the ionic
radius of Gd3+ (1.05 Å) is larger than that of Ce4+(0.97 Å), it is
assumed that substitution of Gd into the ceria lattice leads to
lattice expansion.

Table 3.Structural parameters and standard Rietveld agreement factor for
nanostructured LnDC spheres at room temperature.

Sample GDC10 GDC20 PrDC10 PrDC20

a (Å) 5.4213(6) 5.4238(4) 5.4214(6) 5.4278(6)

V (Å3) 159.336(3) 159.562(4) 159.343(3) 159.909(2)

Rp 3.49 3.47 2.88 2.95

Rwp 4.11 4.18 3.65 3.77

Re 2.67 2.75 2.58 2.35

2 2.37 2.32 2.00 2.57

The ionic radius of Pr3+ (1.13Å) is larger than both Ce4+ (0.97
Å) and Gd3+ (1.05 Å). Therefore, substitution of Pr 3+ into the
ceria lattice might be expected to lead to lattice expansion and,
moreover, to a larger increase in lattice parameter than for
GDC. The lattice parameter of PrDC20 (5.4268 Å) is indeed
larger than that of GDC20 (5.4238 Å). However, the lattice

parameter of PrDC10 (5.4214 Å) is similar to that of GDC10
(5.4213 Å). This behavior may be explained by the fact that Pr
is stable as both Pr4+ and Pr3+. The radius of Pr4+ (0.96 Å) is
slightly smaller than that of Ce4+ (0.97 Å). This indicates that a
significant proportion of the Pr might be present as Pr 4+ in these
solid solutions (at room temperature in air).

Figure 8. X-ray absorption spectra obtained at room temperature for PrDC10 and

PrDC20. The Ce L3-edge and the Pr L3-edge are indicated.

As well as the direct effect of cation substitution, the
concentration of oxygen ion vacancies - itself increasing with
extent of alliovalent doping level - would also cause expansion
of the ceria lattice, according to Chen et al. 26 It is clear that all
of the Ln-doped ceria materials show lattice expansion resulting
from a combined effect of the substitution of Ce by Gd or Pr
and of the corresponding increase in oxygen vacancy
concentration.

Figure 9. Normalized XANES spectra obtained at room temperature a) at the Ce

L3-edge for GDC10, GDC20, PrDC10 and PrDC20; and b) at the Pr L3-edge for

PrDC10 (red line) and PrDC20 (blue line). Spectra for nanostructured CeO2

(dashed line) and Pr(NO3)3 (Pr
3+

; dotted line) are included for comparison in a)

and b) respectively.

In the X-ray Absorption spectroscopy experiments, it is
important to mention that, in the PrDC system, the spectra at
the Pr L3 and Ce L3-edges were collected simultaneously,
without any interruption or change in the experimental setup
which could influence the reaction conditions. As expected, the
Ce L3-edge is more intense than the Pr L3-edge, reflecting the
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Ce:Pr ratio in the samples studied (Figure 8). Moreover, it is
clear that the absorption at the PrL3-edge is more intense for
PrDC20 than for PrDC10.
In Figure 9(a), normalized Ce L3-edge XANES spectra of the
nanostructured GDC10, GDC20, PrDC10 and PrDC20 spheres
in air at room temperature are exhibited. For comparison, the
spectrum corresponding to nanostructured CeO 2 powder is
included in this figure. For pure CeO 2, the Ce L3-edge exhibits
two clear peaks frequently labelled A and B. Peak A is assigned
as a Ce4+ peak with the final state 2p4f05d1, which denotes that
an electron is excited from the Ce 2p shell to its 5d shell, with
no electron in the 4f shell. Peak B is also a Ce 4+ peak, with the
final state 2p4f15d1v, which denotes that in addition to an
electron excited from the Ce 2p shell to the 5d shell, another
electron is also excited from the valence band (O 2p shell) to
the Ce 4f shell, leaving a hole (v) in the valence band. Some
authors refer to Peak C as a Ce3+ peak.19 An additional small
peak (D) is present at pre-edge and likely arises from transitions
to the bottom of the conduction band.
Clearly, no large differences are observed between the spectra
in Figure 9(a). The Ce L3-absorption edges for all samples are
close to 5725.7eV (values determined from the first and second
derivatives of the Ce L3-edge XANES spectra for each sample).
However, the normalized Pr L3-edge XANES spectra (Figure
9(b)) clearly show the white lines corresponding to Pr 3+ and
Pr4+. This indicates the presence of both Pr 3+ and Pr4+ in the
solid solution, supporting the previous assumption about the
lattice parameters of PrDC10 and PrDC20 obtained by SR-
XRD.
In order to investigate these effects further, SR-XRD and
XANES experiments were performed on these materials in situ
in both reducing and oxidizing environments.

In situ SR-XRD studies

In Figure 10, lattice parameters at room temperature in air and
at 500 ºC under reducing and oxidizing conditions are shown.
In all cases, the lattice parameters were refined assuming a
cubic phase (Fm3m space group) by the Rietveld method (see
Electronic Supplementary Information, Tables S1-S4). For
comparison, lattice parameters corresponding to nanostructured
CeO2 powders are included in this figure. When the samples
were heated from room temperature to 500ºC under oxidizing
conditions (synthetic air), a thermal expansion of the unit cell is
observed in all samples, as expected. On switching to reducing
conditions (5%H2/He) at the same temperature, the lattice
parameters were seen to increase for all samples, but to
different extents. Clearly, the unit cell parameter is strongly
dependent on the identity and concentration of the cation
dopant as well as on the gas atmosphere and temperature.
In the case of GDC10, the lattice parameter increased from
5.4456 Å (oxidizing) to 5.4514Å (reducing), while for GDC20,
the lattice parameter increased from 5.4462 Å (oxidizing) to
5.4560Å (reducing). This change can be ascribed mainly to the
increase in the concentration of Ce3+ in the Ce-Gd-O solid
solutions under reducing conditions (and to the associated
increase in oxygen ion vacancy concentration), since the dopant
cation, Gd3+, has no other accessible oxidation state than +3.
The changes in lattice parameter in the nanostructured PrDC
spheres are much larger than those observed in GDC ( Figure
10). In the case of PrD10, the lattice parameter increased from
5.4456 Å (oxidizing) to 5.4661Å (reducing), while for PrDC20
it increased from 5.4508Å (oxidizing) to 5.4887Å (reducing).
In this case, other effects could be directly involved with these

changes, which cannot be attributed only to the increase in Ce 3+

concentration in the PrDC lattice under reducing conditions.

Figure 10. Lattice parameters estimated from Rietveld refinement at room

temperature in air (black circles) and at 500 ºC under reducing (black triangles)

and oxidizing (empty triangles) atmospheres for nanostructured GDC10, GDC20,

PrDC10 and PrDC20 spheres. Data for nanostructured CeO2 are included for

comparison.

The proposed explanation is as follows. In contrast to the GDC
case, here the dopant cation, Pr, has two stable oxidation states,
+3 and +4. Hence, if it is reduced, this would explain the
observed shift in lattice parameter to a higher value both
because the Pr3+ ion is much larger than the Pr4+ and because
additional oxygen ion vacancies are likely to be formed to
balance the overall decrease in cationic charge, causing a
further lattice expansion. Reduction of both Ce and Pr to their
+3 states would introduce extrinsic oxygen vacancies into the
system, and it should be noted that the number of vacancies is
obviously related to the amount of Ce 3+ and Pr3+. In other
words, the number of vacancies is not arbitrary, and since Pr 3+is
more stable than Ce3+, the lattice expansion in reducing
atmospheres is (barring thermal expansion effects) probably
ascribable mainly to the Pr3+ content.27,28 Furthermore, in an
oxide lattice environment, Pr can exist in several metastable
intermediate oxide phases - each with a different composition
and with decreasing oxygen content - as the oxygen partial
pressure is lowered.29,30 It should be noted that the Ce cation in
undoped ceria, despite having an inherently high tendency to
switch between +3 and +4 oxidation states in response to the
oxidizing/reducing environment, has no access to intermediate
oxide phases whatsoever.29,30

From the above, it can be inferred that, in a reducing
environment, the PrDC system has a marked tendency to favour
the presence of the Pr3+ state, giving rise to the lattice
expansion observed. Increasing the Pr dopant content gave rise
to a more marked effect, thus explaining the larger lattice
expansion on reduction of PrDC20 than of PrDC10.
Finally, it is important to mention that the average crystallite
size increased from 10 to 14 nm for GDC10 and PrDC10 and
from 8 to 12-13 nm for GDC20 and PrDC20. The intensity of
the 111 reflection, used to determine the crystallite size from
the Scherrer formula, increased during the in situ SR-XRD
experiments under the different thermochemical conditions
applied (see Electronic Supplementary Information, Figure S1-
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S4). Although all samples were previously calcined at 500 ºC in
air for 1 h, the crystallites appeared be continue to grow under
the measurement conditions. In particular, the samples were
compacted in the sample holder, achieving a closer contact
between particles and this could have contributed to increasing
the crystallite size.

In situ XANES studies

In order to determine the fraction of Ce present as Ce 3+ in the
samples, data analysis was conducted by least-squares fitting
four Gaussian profiles and one arctangent function to the
experimental XANES data in the range between 5710 and 5750
eV. The assignment of the four peaks in this region was
discussed in a previous section. The ratio between the area of
peak C (associated with Ce3+) and the sum of the areas of peaks
A, B and C (A and B are associated with Ce 4+) gives direct
information about the fraction of Ce present as Ce 3+.31

Figure 11. Normalized XANES spectra at the Ce L3-edge for PrDC10 at 500 ºC

under a) reducing and b) oxidizing conditions showing the experimental data

(empty circles), four Gaussian peaks (A–D), one arctangent function obtained by

least-squares fitting and the sum of all five functions (continuous line).

In Figure 11(a) and (b), the Ce L3-edge XANES spectra of the
nanostructured PrDC10 spheres at 500ºC under reducing
(5%H2/He, 20 mL.min-1) and oxidizing (synthetic air: 21%
O2/N2, 50 ml.min-1) conditions, respectively, and their
corresponding fits are shown. Similar figures for GDC10,
GDC20, and PrDC20 are given in Figures S5 a-f (see
Electronic Supplementary Information). The increase in the
area of peak C indicates that, under these reducing conditions,
the amount of Ce present as Ce3+ at high temperature is larger
than in the same sample under oxidizing conditions.
The fractions of Ce3+/(Ce4++Ce3+) in the LnDC samples under
reducing and oxidizing conditions at 500 ºC are presented in
Table 4. As expected, in both Gd- and Pr-doped samples, only
small amounts of Ce3+ are seen in the oxidizing environment
and these levels increase considerably on exposing the samples
to H2. In both cases, again, the Ce3+ fraction decreases with
increasing dopant content, more markedly in the PrDC system.
In this connection, it should be noted that the SSA values
markedly decreased on going from the LnDC10 to the LnDC20
samples. In nanostructured materials, the surface area-volume
relationship is important in that it affects both the coordination
number and the local symmetry of surface ions. In ceria-based
samples, high surface area results in a higher proportion of low-
coordination Ce ions, which gives rise to a higher Ce 3+ content.
Hence, the marked drop in SSA values with increasing Gd and
Pr content would explain a sharp decrease in Ce 3+ content for

the LnDC20 samples, and the resulting low Ce 3+ fractions
observed.

Table 4- Fraction of Ce present as Ce3+ in nanostructured GDC10, GDC20,
PrDC10 and PrDC20 spheres under reducing and oxidizing conditions at 500
ºC, estimated from fittings to the Ce L3-edge XANES spectra.

Sample Atmosphere Ce3+/(Ce4++Ce3+) %

GDC10
5% H2/He 7.2

21% O2/N2 1.8

GDC20
5% H2/He 6.4

21% O2/N2 0.1

PrDC10
5% H2/He 8.4

21% O2/N2 -0.2

PrDC20
5% H2/He 5.3

21% O2/N2 0.5

Figure 12 presents the Pr L3-edge XANES spectra of the
nanostructured PrDC10 and PrDC20 spheres at 500ºC under
reducing (5%H2/He, 20 mL.min-1) and oxidizing (synthetic air:
21% O2/N2, 50 ml.min-1) conditions. At first sight, it could be
assumed that the extent of dynamic re-oxidation (seen as the
Pr3+ switching to Pr4+ in oxidizing atmospheres) of these
samples is rather low, since the white line assigned to Pr 4+ is
rather small. However, there are studies that show that even in
XANES spectra of samples containing (nominally) 100% of the
Pr in the +4 state, the white line for Pr 4+ is not so pronounced,
and that the presence of any peak should be taken as indicative
of significant Pr4+ content.32 Hence, our samples show
significant levels of both Pr3+ and Pr4+, in good agreement with
the in situ SR-XRD results and the explanations of these given
above. To a first approximation, the ratios of the corresponding
peak areas indicate that the Pr3+:Pr4+ ratios in the PrDC10 and
PrDC20 samples are similar to each other under oxidizing
conditions and similar but higher under reducing conditions.

Figure 12. Normalized XANES spectra at the Pr L3-edge taken at 500 ºC under

reducing (red line) and subsequent oxidizing (blue line) conditions for a) PrDC10

and b) PrDC20.

It is important to summarize the in situ SR-XRD results and the
Pr L3-edge XANES results, since they both point to a common
tendency. From the in situ SR-XRD results, it can be inferred
that the PrDC system has a tendency to favour the presence of
the Pr3+ state under reducing conditions, as shown by the lattice
expansion observed in dilute H2 at 500 °C. Increasing the Pr
dopant content – going from PrDC10 to PrDC20 - increases this
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effect. Pr L3-edge XANES results show an important Pr 3+

content in a reducing environment, in good agreement with the
in situ SR-XRD results. The data in Table 4 show that the
lattice expansion of the Pr-containing samples cannot be
attributed to the fraction of Ce present as Ce 3+ since a much
larger increase than for the GDC samples would be required but
was not observed. In fact, increasing the Pr dopant fraction
appeared to stabilize Ce in the Ce4+ state, very probably
because of the higher stability of the Pr 3+ state than Ce3+.27,33

This implies that the majority of changes observed on reduction
of the PrDC samples are explained by the tendency of Pr to
switch to the +3 oxidation state, in preference to reduction of
Ce4+ to Ce3+.

Conclusions

In the present work, nanostructured Ln xCe1-xO2- (Ln: Gd and
Pr; x = 0.1 and 0.2) spheres were synthesized by microwave
assisted hydrothermal homogeneous co-precipitation. All
samples were characterized by XRD, XANES, HRTEM and
EDS.
Electron microscopy images confirmed the formation of well-
structured and uniform spherical particles for all four
compositions studied. Homogeneous elemental compositions
were verified in both compositions by EDS elemental mapping
of individual spheres in TEM. The spheres were composed of
nanocrystallites, whose average diameter was calculated from
the XRD results to be 8 and 10 nm for the LnDC10 and
LnDC20 materials, respectively. Crystallites viewed in the
TEM images had diameters that agreed with these values.
Sphere diameters were measured from the SEM images and
were remarkably uniform in each sample. Average diameters
fell in the range 187-255 nm, the larger being for the higher
doping levels and for GDC over PrDC. In a very small number
of particles, surface pores were evident. HRTEM images and
corresponding elemental maps provided evidence for the
presence of internal cavities in some spheres, especially in the
PrDC20 material.
In situ XRD experiments showed an increase in lattice
parameter on reduction which was attributed to the reduction of
Ce4+ and Pr4+cations to Ce3+ and Pr3+, which have larger radii,
and to the associated increase in V O concentration. This
increase in lattice parameter was much more pronounced for
PrDC than GDC, and was explained by the much larger change
in ionic radius for Pr on reduction.
Ce and Pr L3-edge XANES absorption experiments showed that
the changes observed on reduction of the Pr-containing samples
resulted mostly from the formation of Pr 3+ rather than Ce3+, and
supported the previously-reported proposal that Pr 3+ acts to
stabilize Ce4+ to some extent.
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